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In the beginning…..
• Research Administration was more simple

– Fewer sponsors
– Paper submissions
– One stop shops (1 person shop)

• Proposal development
• Submission
• Award set-up
• Award management and close out
• Compliance function

– “Here is how I do it……”
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Then things changed……

• Research Administration became complicated
– More diverse sponsors
– Electronic submissions
– Increased regulatory scrutiny
– Increased public scrutiny
– Centralized functions

• Specialization
• Less “personal” service

– “How and why do you do that?”



Diverse sponsors with differing rules

• Creates a complex institutional 
environment across campus

• Leads to variation on how things are 
done and increases the possibility of 
mistakes
– Personal Conflict – frustration
– Personnel Conflict – blame game
– Re-work and distraction from core 

functions



Diverse sponsors with differing rules

• Exposes investigators & institutions to 
scrutiny, potential liability and damaged 
reputations
– Regulatory entanglements

• Impacts the science
• Audits

– Findings and Corrective Actions 
– Increased costs to defend audits 

• Negative public perception



Cross-functional Process Diagrams and 
Standard Operating Procedures

• Goal is to understand and document the current 
process, eliminate wasted effort/tasks and 
create a future state which:
– Streamlined
– Simplified
– Standardized 
– Scalable
– Sustainable 
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Cross-functional Process Diagram  
(AKA Swimlane Diagram)
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Cross-functional Process Diagram? 
• Definition:

– A visual representation of processes and 
decisions. Parallel lines divide the chart into lanes, 
with one lane for each person, group or sub 
process. Lanes are labelled to show how the chart 
is organized.

• Visual map to show current process (state).
• Visual map used to analyze a process which 

needs improvement.
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• Include experienced frontline staff
– Can accurately describe each step of the process
– Can identify creative and practical ways to 

improve the process
– Develops by-in

• Identify other stakeholders 
– Is there shared responsibility or potential impact 

to others outside the team
• Strong facilitator



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwYFkGwZM8g

The Basics

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwYFkGwZM8g
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Basic Flow Chart Symbols and Meanings
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The Basics: Where to begin?

• In the beginning, keep it simple
• Actually use post-it notes

– Team starts by documenting the high level 
overarching processes

• Provides an overview of the entire process from start 
to finish

– Each task or process (rectangle) identifies a step 
which can be further broken down with more 
detail 





Example:
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Characteristics of a swim lane flowchart
• Processes and decisions are grouped by placing 

them in lanes
• Each lane is associated with a job role (PI, 

Research Administrator, Financial Administrator, 
etc.)

• Arrows between the lanes represent how 
information is passed between job roles

• Sequence reads from left to right
• Standard symbols can show linkage between 

related flowcharts, used with complex 
relationships



• Provides Clarity - each box on the swimlane
represents a task to be performed 

• Ensures accountability - Once task is 
completed and product is handed off for the 
next step in the process it will be accurate

• Improves Quality - eliminating waste & 
rework

• Easy to update when changes occur
• Provides clear basis for training
• Provides a framework SOPs

Benefits



Standard Operation Procedures?

• Definition: An SOP is a set of detailed written 
instructions that document how to perform a 
routine or repetitive activity.

• “It’s a step-by-step guide based on best 
practices, and it’s a living document that can 
be revised and updated as the processes, 
workflow, office structure, and electronic 
systems grow and change.” *Laura Lindley, 
The ‘411’ on SOPs: How to Standardize your 
Processes in 2014, NCURA Magazine VOLUME 
XLVI, NO. 2 March/April 2014 
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Which SOPs are essential? 

• Where is the risk?
• General  
• Research Administration

– Shared Responsibilities
• Proposal/Award Management 
• Budget Development/Monitoring
• Mechanism Specific – Training grants
• Cost Sharing
• Effort Certification
• Proposal Routing/Approvals
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Which SOPs are essential? 

• Research Administration
– Shared Responsibilities

• Just In Time
• FCOI
• Communicating with sponsors/auditors
• Contract negotiations
• Proposal Submissions
• Award setup
• Sponsor/Audit Visits
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Which SOPs are essential? 

• Research Administration
– Institutional

• Human Subject Protection - IRB
• Animal Use – IACUC
• Select Agents
• Export Control
• FCOI
• eRA access and Use



How does an SOP help?

• Insure consistent training
– Train to the SOP
– Assists trainers to ensure nothing is missed
– Allows trainers to teach concepts
– Creates a reference resource
– Reference for coverage 

• Creates a departmental or institutional 
memory – combats brain drain



How does an SOP help?
• Creates consistency and efficiency in how 

the work is processed
– Reduce turn around time
– Potential to improve current process

• Assists with staff performance and system 
evaluations – sets standard to measure 
– Quality management

• Sets framework for future workflow 
analysis



What should my SOP include?
• Format

– Header and Footer
• Title, assign number  
• Page number, version number, approval date, effective 

date
– Objective/Purpose 
– Definitions
– Responsibilities – who is responsible for 

performing the procedure
– Procedure – step by step description



What should my SOP include?
• Format

– References – cite applicable regulations, 
guidelines, policies, state laws, etc.

– Signature
• Reviewed by 
• Approved by

– Periodic Review Section
• SOP history documented

– Original: Version 1
– Revised: Version 2







SOP Tips

• Users of the procedures should write them! 
– Ideally your most experienced staff 
– Others can review, propose changes, format, etc. 

• Write using concise unambiguous language
– Keep it simple
– Avoid Acronyms

• Create or use a flow chart of the process
• Pilot the procedure after it is written – “dry 

run” 
– Quality assurance step 



SOP Tips

• An SOP is not a work instruction
– SOP outlines how to perform a process
– A work Instruction describes how to perform a 

task

• Continue to evaluate & review SOP
– Things change 

• Retain previous versions



What we learned about cross-functional 
process diagram and SOPs

• Swimlane diagrams and SOPs document who 
does what and when
– Creates a departmental or institutional memory

• Standardization of the process promotes 
effectiveness and efficiency

• Facilitates training and retraining staff
• Should be periodically reviewed to confirm 

functionality, as systems, regulations and other 
factors require changes



Questions?

Patrick Medina
University of Wisconsin Madison
pmedina@rsp.wisc.edu
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